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HOLDING YOUR GROUND can be an instructional guide and planning device that addresses
defensive planning of a location. If the government can't protect your house, farm or property,
HOLDING will educate you on how. Covering topics ranging from hiding in simple sight to pre-
positioning of supplies, HOLDING uses good sense, military strategies and historical illustrations that
enable you to prepare for defense without inside your property's value or appearance. Keeping will
educate you on how to configure your house, train your group, and properly equip any area for
defense. Many people have preparations for meals, water, shelter and personal protection.
HOLDING covers just about any aspect of protecting you and your family in the case society
breaks down.
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Needs Work This book is very poorly put together. I expected something a LOT more refined and
much more cohesive in believed. For example, the text will refer to colored arrows in the diagrams
and the book contains no color.! On the house plans, they look quite modern and leave a lot of
surfaces in the new living room area which is excellent. The content is not always cohesive. I like this
author and also have a lot of his books. Moreover, many of the techniques "Joe No one"
recommends could possibly be relatively very easily accomplished and so are not very expensive. I
did so learn some valuable tips and read some interesting methods, but overall I think the content
was much too amateur. It is an apparent knock off of a different print. Worthy of the expense of the
book alone. Informative Book This book made me reevaluate how I look at my home and I WISH I
had read it BEFORE my home was renovated. a formerly unthinkable scenario that is, for me,
becoming less "unthinkable" each day. A few of his plans derive from infrastructure and providers
that are not likely to be discovered if "everything falls apart".Written from a clear military potential,
this book covers many fundamental considerations, starting with not only a systematic survey of the
strengths and weaknesses of the area to be defended, but also with an honest appraisal of the
attitudes potential defenders would provide to this dire situation i.e. by Joe Nobody Another Joe
Nobody publication for my collection. It then proceeds to very systematically outline various
protective strategies, techniques, and in small unpleasant section, to list some of the types of
weapons and the essential equipment that would assist you to "hold your ground. Five Stars Good
read, well written.There are many clear drawings/illustrations that help to show what he is trying to
teach but, unfortunately, on the other hand, the pictures used in this work are almost uniformly
away of focus and muddy--making it very hard to also see what he is attempting to illustrate.A
minor criticism is that several times in this publication the author identifies the "red arrows" that are
said to be in illustrations, when the complete reserve is printed in black and white only i.Finally, the
writer often writes that there are many military manuals or other publications that give more detailed
information on this or that subject which he is just outlining. no red or any additional color arrows.I
highly recommend this book to get you thinking extremely defensively and thinking in ways and
about factors that you probably do not currently consider. Our times of living off the surpluses
developed by past generations, of peace and plenty, and a hazy disconnect from truth, appear to
be they are coming to an end folks, and perhaps an extremely abrupt one. So, period to "pay
attention" and prepare, to be the ant and not the grasshopper.e. One thing that I believe would have
significantly increased the usefulness of this book is a select bibliography of many of the key military
manuals and other publications that he was discussing. "Holding Your Ground" is a well crafted,
generally clear, straight-forwards, and useful survey of a primarily defensive/passive strategies and
methods that could well save your valuable life, if points should all fall apart;A well planned bedroom
move at the front end of the home to the back of the house is still on but after reading this book,
the new home windows at the front of the house will no longer be large white casement windows.
Instead, they will be two rows of NARROW HIGH DARK windows running across the front which
OPEN IN (therefore people outside cannot tell the home windows are open from the outside) to
allow in ventilation/breeze but are also as well little and high for you to definitely climb in. Terribly
distracting and occasionally misleading.. I found venting round home windows (any size I want or
color or high temperature/cold value, whatever) on a Chinese website and I was thinking about
buying a few very small circular peep hole windows which open by turning(They don't really open
inside or outside) but actually spin open so half the window is usually venting when open so people
can look out.I had french doors put in before I read this book plus they are getting removed now.
Too easy to break into and in storms, to easy to blow in.The checklist is fantastic also. Very useful,
straightforward, systematic exposition/overview of details that could save your valuable life. Holding



Your Ground: Preparing for Defense if. It looks self published. That is an extremely amateurish
publication and I'm very disappointed.. Thank goodness I bought it used. Nobody should browse this
book from "Joe Nobody" No wonder the author didn't use his true name ~ the book does not have
any content worth any of your period. I plan to build a bookcase against that wall seen in a
magazine that's also a ladder but doesn't appear to be one so if somebody wants to appearance
outside, go for it. Nobody should read this publication from "Joe No one"! at its most elementary
level, could you grab a gun and shoot someone who was intent on robbing or eliminating you and
yours. In some areas the 'author' offers put in some believed, while in others 'he' is merely printing
some poorly thought out opinions."I particularly liked his suggestions for "hiding in ordinary sight,"
camouflaging your location and/or making it look like burnt out, abandoned, and/or currently looted,
and several strategies for using camouflage netting inside a framework, including hanging it across
windows and tightly covering doors with it to create any attempted entry by attackers a lot more
difficult, this provides you with defenders much more time to react. One Star Little severe, seriously
but a supplementary property is definitely ridiculous! Spelling and grammar are poor in many areas.
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